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We have studied theoretical un-symmetric multi-photon subtracted twin beam state and demon-
strated a method for generating states that resembles to high photon number states with the in-
crease in the number of subtracted photons through Wigner distribution function, which can be
reconstructed experimentally by Homodyne measurement. A crucial point is high non-classicality is
obtained by photon subtraction when mean photons per mode of twin beam state is low. We have
calculated photon statistics from the phase space distribution function and found sub-poissonian
behaviour in the same low mean photons regime. Furthermore, we have tested the usefulness of
such states for realistic absorption measurement including detection losses by computing quantum
Fisher-Information from measured Wigner function after interaction the sample. We have compared
the performance of these states with respect to coherent and demonstrated how the quantum advan-
tage is related to non-classical enhancement. We presented results up to three photon subtraction
which show remarkable quantum advantage over both initial thermal and coherent state reaching
the ultimate quantum limit in the loss estimation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Photon shot noise limits the precision of measuring
a parameter by inverse square root of the number of
used photons, also known as shot noise limit in quantum
metrology[1]. A major challenge in optical measurement
is to search for suitable probe states for overcoming this
limit. Squeezed states of light and the so called N00N can
possibly allow reaching the fundamental HL in phase esti-
mation [2–6]. However, there are two main problems per-
taining to their real application, i.e, generation of bright
squeezed vacuum [7] and high photon N00N [8, 9]. The
latter is also highly fragile to losses that a loss of single
photon mittigatess all the gained advantage. Therefore,
demonstration of advantages using such states remains
as proof of principle up to now.

Another most efficient strategy used for sub-shot noise
phase and absorption estimation is quantum correlation
present in TBS which can be obtained from routinely gen-
erated spontaneous parametric down conversion (SPDC)
and four wave mixing (FWM) [10, 11]. The phase es-
timation is a unitary process whereas the latter is non-
unitary photon loss process leading to ultimate quantum
limit [12, 13]. It is paramount to mention SSN advan-
tages using this strategy so far are realised only for low
mean number of probe photons per mode ( only mean
photons per mode up to 3 can be acieved experimen-
tally), which can be further incresed by photon subtrac-
tion [14, 15]. In addition to entanglement enhancement,
photon statistics of individual beams (originally super-
poissonian) of TBS not only becomes sub-Poissonian by
an action of symmetrical photon subtraction, but it also
increases the average number of photons in the result-
ing state. Nevertheless, the result of symmetrical photon
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subtraction for absorption measurement does not show
much difference with respect to its no subtraction coun-
terpart when the average number of probe photons are
balanced [16]. Originally, the idea behind symmetrical
photon subtraction in TBS is to make the resulting state
resembles to a pair coherent state [17], a high photon
number entangled Fock state which are yet to be gener-
ated experimentally. For loss measurements, Fock states
having fixed number of photons approach Uql uncondi-
tionally [18]. This optimal limit can be understood from
the fact that losses can be estimated by comparing the
number of photons both before after interaction with the
sample. The knowledge of fixed number of photons of the
probe state allows one to estimate very small absorption
by the sample, which would remain hidden in the intrin-
sic photon number fluctuation of Poissonian or thermal
distributed sources. The scheme of using high Fock state
could allow in principle to reach SSN scaling with high
light illumination (high average photon flux) where the
advantage due to correlation and entanglement are ei-
ther not attainable at present or usually lost. Neverthe-
less, experimentally it is challenging to produce true Fock
states with exception of heralded single photon states
which are demonstrated for quantum enhanced absorp-
tion measuremen both with post-selection of the heralded
single photons [19] and more remarkably, with selection
performed by active feed-forward enabled by an optical
shutter [20]. Another problem is the availability of high
efficient photon number resolving detectors. Although,
multi-clicks heralding on idler shows a way for the gen-
eration of high Fock state with photon number eqals to
number of clicks, the requirement of a very large number
of detectors with respect to number of clicks make the
scheme impracticable [21].

In the last decades, attentions have been devoted for
un-symmetric subtraction from TBS showing improve-
ment in logarithmic negativity a measure of entangle-
ment and negative regions in phase space distribution
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function forming a quantum optical vortex [22]. Mathe-
matically subtracting photons from one arm of the TBS
is equivalent to adding same number of photons to the
other arm before the squeezer. The less clear fact up
to now is whether un-symmetric photon subtraction can
help in the generation of high photon number Fock states.
In this letter, we studied with great importance the un-
symmetric multi photon subtracted TBS for answering
to following fundamental points: is it possible to enhance
non-classical effects in terms of photon statistics and high
Fock states generation in the signal state by subtracting
photons from idler, and whether or not this probe is use-
ful for getting a better SSN scaling compared to existing
resources.

II. SCHEME FOR UN-SYMMETRIC
SUBTRACTION AND ABSORPTION

MEASUREMENTS

To this aim, we proposed an experimentally viable
scheme (see Fig. 1) for the generation of such states
and their detection from reconstructed phase space func-
tion by Homo-dyne measurement varying the phase of
a local oscillator. The whole beam after performing m

APD
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FIG. 1. Scheme for un-Symmetric photon subtraction. A
laser beam after second harmonic generation (SHG) pumps
a non-liner crystal (NL). Photon subtraction is performed by
placing a high transmittance beam splitter (BS) on the idler
path. A multiplexing channels consisting of more than one
single APDs (not shown here) could be useful for differen-
tiating multi-clicks events. Number of clicks on the APDs
confirms the same number of photon subtraction and opens
the signal path to combine with the a local oscillator(whose
phase is varied with the help of a phase plate FP) at the BS
for Homo-dyne measurement and Wigner function is recon-
structed for both with and without inserting the sample of
absorption coefficient γ on the signal path. Detection losses
η in the Homodyne detectors are modelled by placing a beam
splitter BS3 of transmittance η as shown in the figure [23].

un-symmetric photon subtraction from idler arm of TBS

can be written in the photon number basis as

|Ψ〉m =

(
1√

1 + λ

)m+1 ∞∑
n=0

√
(m+ n)!√
m!n!

(1)

×

(
eiχ
√

λ

1 + λ

)n
|m+ n, n〉s,i,

where λ = sinh2 r is mean photons per mode before
subtraction, r being the squeezing parameter and χ is
squeezing angle whose value we have set to zero for sim-
plicity. Tracing out the idler degrees of freedom from the
density matrix of the entire state ρ̂ms,i = |Ψ〉m〈Ψ|m, the
signal state becomes

ρ̂ms =
(1− x)

m+1

m!

dm

dxm

(
1

1− x
ρ̂th

)
, (2)

where x and λ are related by x = λ
1+λ and ρ̂th is a thermal

state. Thus, multi-photon subtraction from idler arm re-
sembles to multi-photon added thermal state in the signal
arm alone (see supplementary section). It is known that
photon addition brings non-classical effects in Gaussian
states such as coherent and thermal.In this context, it is
intriguing to see the non-classical effects of such states
and how their non-classical effects are affected in photon
loss channel via Wigner distribution function (WDF). We
introduced loss by placing a sample of absorpton coeffi-
cient γ on the signal path which is equivalent to a beam
splitter of transmittance equals to 1− γ mixed with vac-
uum state at its free port. Detectors are not ideal and
likewise we modelled detection losses by placing another
beam splitter of transmittance η so that the equivalent
transmittance becomes τ = η(1 − γ). Compact form of
WDF in position (q)-momentum (p) after placing the
sample on the signal path is the following (see supple-
mentary section):

W (q, p) =
(1− x)

m+1

πm!
× (3)

dm

dxm

(
1

1 + x(2τ − 1)
exp

[
−
(
q2 + p2

)
(1− x)

1 + x(2τ − 1)

])
.

Wigner function at no absorption shows negative region
in phase space and for low values of λ, the signal re-
sembles to Fock state. More is the number of clicks
registered on the APDs, higher is the generated Fock
state (see Fig. 2). Negative region deteriorates at high λ
because of dominance from thermal contribution as ex-
pected. Losses are the main culprit which essentially kills
the non-classical effects. The values of γ above which
non-classicality subsides and the states becomes classical
are different for different m, and they follow a descending
order as the number of subtracted photons m increases
(see Fig. 3). Another point to note in this classical
regime is the phase space area, which is more for high
m compared to its low values in order to normalise the
total probability to one. Quantitatively, the effect of γ on
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FIG. 2. Measured Wigner distribution function at no absorp-
tion. The parameter values choosen are λ = 0.01, η = 0.98
and (a) m = 0, (b) m = 1, (c) m = 2 and (d) m = 3
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FIG. 3. Evolution of Wigner distribution function showing
quantum to classical transition in loss process. The parameter
values choosen are λ = 0.01, η = 0.98 and (a) m = 0, γ = 1,
(b) m = 1, γ = 0.5, (c) m = 2, γ = 0.47 and (d) m = 3, γ =
0.44

.

non-classicality becomes more clear in Wigner negative
volume δ =

∫
|W (q, p)|dpdq, a positive valued region. For

instance at low absorption, the generated three photon
subtracted state is nearly twice non-classical compared
to m = 1 (see Fig. 4). Classicality for different m cor-
respond to zeros of their negative volume. Thus, these
states preserve their quantumness differently to different
amount of photon losses, i.e, m = 1 withstands more
absorption loss compared to m = 3 entering to classical

regime in phase space. It is possible to obtain photon

m=1
m=2
m=3

FIG. 4. Wigner negative volume versus γ for λ = 0.01 and
η = 0.98, black dotted line is for coherent state.

.

statistics from WDF through symmetrical ordered prod-
uct of creation and annihilation operators. Mean number
of photons 〈n〉 = (1/2)

∫
(q2 + p2)W (q, p)dpdq− (1/2) for

m photon subtracted state is (m+1)λ+m. Increase in the
definite number of photons are evident for low values of
λ which is consistent with the results of phase space dis-
tribution. Mean square photon number operator follows
from WDF via 〈n2〉 = (1/4)

∫
(q2 + p2)2W (q, p)dpdq −

(1/2)
∫

(q2 + p2)W (q, p)dpdq from which variance in n̂,
Var(n̂) = (〈n〉)2 − 〈n̂2〉 and photon statistics in terms

of Fano factor F = V ar(n̂)
〈n〉 can be easily obtained. In-

tuitively, Fano factor should not show any difference in
the generated states for different m at very low λ unlike
the negative volume. As λ increases, thermal contribu-
tion adds up changing the Fock state statistics (F = 0)
progressively to super-poissonian (F > 1), Poissonian
statistics corresponds to F = 1. However, sub-poissonian
statistics (F < 1) is retained up to certain λ and the
ranges varies for different m (see figure 5). Increase

m=0
m=1
m=2
m=3

FIG. 5. Measured Fano Factor versus λ for η = 0.98.

.

in the mean number of photons, enhancement in non-
classicality and sub-poissonian statistics due to unsym-
metrical photon subtraction are the subject of this work
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and can be useful for absorption measurement. Possi-
bility of using such states for loss estimation is explored
in terms of quantum fisher information (QFI). For pure
state probe, computation of QFI for a parameter to be
estimated involves measurement of variance associated
with its generator. However finding QFI in decoherence
free space is a hard task in quantum metrology. We have
brought a method for getting QFI in loss estimation from
experimental measured WDF after passing through the
sample regardless of the process. This approach is differ-
ent from the reported pure state case where QFI is com-
puted from theoretically obtained Wigner functions both
before and after the unitary process [24]. The principal
points about our approch are: WDF carries information
about both position and momentum degrees of freedom
which are implicit function of the parameters to be esti-
mated. Integrating over one degrees of freedom results
a probability distribution for the other carrying informa-
tion about the parameter and vice versa, and from this
probability distribution, an experimental measure of QFI
can be obtained (see supplementary section). Following
this approach, QFI for absorption measurement is ob-
tained (see Fig. 6) for different m (solid lines).

Performances of Fock states up to three photons are
shown by the corresponding dotted lines (imrpovement
in uncertainty gets smaller for each increase in m) which
gives clear evidences about the following: as long as de-
tection efficiency is high, the generated states by m pho-
ton subtraction (except for m = 0 case) and the Fock
states almost give similar advantage and carry more in-
formation about the object with respect to coherent state
at low λ. The advantage is highest at low γ. At high ab-
sorption, QFI of the generated signal states and Fock
states tend to reach asymptotically the SNL (see supple-
mentary section for coherent state performance for loss
estimation) as expected. Aside magnitude, quantum ad-
vantage of different m follow similar behaviour like nega-
tive volume against γ before going to the classical regime.
The only difference is that their magnitudes in the clas-
sical regime (both subtracted states and Fock states look
one and the same) are still higher than coherent state
in contrast to negative volume as QFI is related to mean
number of photons and statistics. QFI form = 0, though,
gives an impression of getting zero information in absorp-
tion measurement, which is not true in general as we shall
see in some other regime of interest and for other values
of mean energy λ (as magnitude tends to zero for nearly
zero mean energy).

Variation of QFI against λ has been shown in Fig. 7
for low γ. Fock states performance (not shown) does not
change regardless of λ as they are independent of it. Only
at low λ, the subtracted states perform equally well with
respect to Fock states as expected. As λ increases, ther-
mal contribution in m photon subtracted states increase
resulting in a dominating performance of coherent state
after certain λ whose threshold value increases with m.
Detection and absorption losses do not commute in gen-
eral. We have checked that in the same high λ regime,
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FIG. 6. QFI versus γ for η = 0.98 and λ = 0.01, dashed lines
correspond to performance of Fock states and black dotted
line is coherent state with mean photon µ = λ

.

m photon subtracted states outperforms both coherent
state and Fock states at considerably high values of de-
tection losses.
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FIG. 7. QFI versus λ for η = 0.98 and γ = 0.01, dotted line
is coherent state with mean photon µ = λ

.

III. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied a situation where photons are sub-
tracted from one arm of TBS. We have demonstrated
photon subtraction in one arm not only leads to sub-
poissonian photon statistics in the other but it also helps
in the generation of Fock states at low mean energies
of TBS. Interestingly, the resulting photon subtracted
state after tracing out the idler turns to a multi-photon
added thermal state. We developed a general but sim-
ple noble scheme demonstrating the usefulness of such
states for loss estimation in terms of quantum fisher in-
formation from their experimental measured WDF after
passing through the sample. Furthermore, our scheme
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shows a way to transit from quantum to classical regime
both in terms of WDF and negative volume when losses
are increased beyond certain threshold. We found twice
non-classical enhancement for three photon subtraction
compared to single photon. Moreover we have demon-
strated the improvent at low loss estimation is linked to
non-classical enhancement of such states. Our strategy
is useful for SSN measurement with a capability of gen-
erating high Fock states which was not possible for TBS
due to it low mean photons per mode. Photon subtrac-
tion advantage can be attributed to enhancement in non-
classicality, increase in the mean photons and improve-
ment in the photon statistics. At low mean photons per
mode, though improvement in the measured uncertainty
due to higher order photon subtraction decreases for each
increase in the number of subtracted photon, they tend
to reach the ultimate quantum limit.

IV. SUPPLEMENTARY SECTION

A. Photon subtracted TBS:

TBS which is theoretically obtained by applying two
mode squeezing operator, i.e,

|Ψ〉 = Ŝs,i(λe
iχ)|0, 0〉 (4)

Since photon subtraction is a non-unitary operation, the
resulting state after m photon subtraction is

|Ψ〉m = Nmâmi Ŝi,s(λ)|0, 0〉 (5)

= NmŜi,s(λ)Ŝ†i,s(λ)âmi Ŝi,s(λ)|0, 0〉,

where Nm is a normalization constant. In the sec-
ond step, we have used the identity Ŝi,s(λ)Ŝ†i,s(λ) = Î.
Using the two mode squeezing operator transformation

S†i,s(λ)âiŜi,s(λ) = âi
√

1 + λ + â†se
iχ
√
λ, and as the two

modes are independent, the normalization constant eas-
ily follow

Nm =
1√

m!(
√
λ)m

. (6)

The resulting state after photon subtraction follows

|Ψ〉m = Ŝi,s(λ)|0,m〉. (7)

This shows subtracting photons from one mode is equiva-
lent to seeding a corresponding Fock state to other mode
before the squeezing operation. Writing Ŝi,s(λ) in the
normal order form and using the fomulae of creation and
annihillation operator on Fock state, the unsymmetric
photon subtracted state is

|Ψ〉m =

(
1√

1 + λ

)m+1 ∞∑
n=0

√
(m+ n)!√
m!n!

(8)

×

(
eiχ
√

λ

1 + λ

)n
|m+ n, n〉s,i,

Tracing out the idler mode from the entire two mode
state and letting x = λ

1+λ , density matrix of signal be-
comes

ρ̂ms = Tri
[
ρ̂mi,s
]

(9)

= (1− x)
m+1

∞∑
p=0

(p+m)!

m!p!
(x)

p |m+ p〉〈m+ p|.

The above summation can be further simplified by letting
s = p+m and changing the summation index from p to
s, the state becomes

ρ̂ms =
(1− x)

m+1

m!

∞∑
s=0

s(s− 1)...(s−m+ 1) (10)

× (x)
s−m |s〉〈s|

=
(1− x)

m+1

m!

dm

dxm

[
ρ̂th

1− x

]
,

where ρ̂th is a thermal state

ρ̂th = (1− x)

∞∑
j=0

xj |j〉〈j|, (11)

with thermal coefficient x as s is dummy index in the
summation. Eq. 9 looks like a photon added thermal
state.

B. Beam splitter transformation of ρ̂ms :

A general picture showing trandformation of arbitrary
quantum state is depicted in the Fig. 8. For Fock state

Input 
State

⟩|0

𝜏
State to  
Detector

FIG. 8. Schematic of beam splitter transformation where an
input quantum state is mixed with vacuum and the transmit-
ted part is sent for detecton

.

|j〉 input, the total state at the output ports can be writ-
ten as

|Φ〉 =

j∑
k=0

√
j!

k!(j − k!)
(
√
τ)j−k(

√
r̃)k|j − k, k〉t,r, (12)
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where t, r are the transmitted and reflected modes re-
spectively. τ and r̃ are beam splitter transmittance and
reflectance so that τ + r̃ = 1.

Tracing out the reflection mode, the state transmitted
is

ˆ̃ρt = Trr [|Φ〉〈Φ|] (13)

=

j∑
k=0

j!

k!(j − k)!
τ j−k(r̃)k|j − k〉〈j − k|.

Summation index can be changed from k to l by letting
j − k = l. The above expression can be rewritten as

ˆ̃ρt =

j∑
l=0

j!

l!(j − l)!
τ l(r̃)j−l|l〉〈l|. (14)

Referring to eq.11, the state transmitted for thermal state
as input is

ˆ̃ρ
(out)
t = (1− x)

∞∑
j=0

xj
j∑
l=0

j!

l!(j − l)!
τ l(r̃)j−l|l〉〈l|. (15)

We are interested in finding the phase space distribution
of the transmitted state given the input state in eq.10.
Wigner distribution function (WDF) of Fock state with
density operator |l〉〈l| is

W|l〉〈l|(q, p) =
(−1)l

π
exp

(
−q2 − p2

)
Ll
(
2q2 + 2p2

)
,

(16)
where Ll is lth order Laguerre polynomial, and q and p
are position and momentum variables respectively. Let-
ting α = q2+p2, WDF of the state given in eq. 15 follows
easily

W ˆ̃ρ
(out)
t

(q, p) =
(1− x)e−α

π

∞∑
j=0

(xr̃)j (17)

×

[
j∑
l=0

(−1)lj!

l!(j − l)!

(τ
r̃

)l
Ll (2α)

]
1

In order to find a close form expression of the above equa-
tion, we use series expansion of Laguerre polynomial, the
bracketed part can now be written as

[]1 =

j∑
l=0

(−1)lj!

l!(j − l)!

(τ
r̃

)l l∑
p=0

(−1)p(2α)pl!

(l − p)!(p!)2
(18)

Reversing the order of two summation and after doing
further simplification, the bracketed part is

[]1 = (−1)j
(
τ − r̃
r̃

)j
Lj

(
2ατ

τ − r̃

)
(19)

Substituting the bracketed part in eq.17 and further us-
ing the summation identity of Laguerre polynomial, i.e

∑∞
j=0 Ll(z)w

j = 1
1−we

wz
w−1 and setting r̃ = 1− τ , we get

a close form expression of WDF as follows

W ˆ̃ρ
(out)
t

(q, p) =

(
1− x

1 + x(2τ − 1)

)
(20)

× exp

[
−
(
q2 + p2

)
(1− x)

1 + x(2τ − 1)

]
.

Now for the state in eq. 10, WDF becomes

W (q, p) =
(1− x)

m+1

πm!
× (21)

dm

dxm

(
1

1 + x(2τ − 1)
exp

[
−
(
q2 + p2

)
(1− x)

1 + x(2τ − 1)

])
.

C. Quantum Fisher information from measured
WDF:

1. Quantum Fisher information for coherent state:

Following the method of previous section, Wigner func-
tion for coherent state |β〉 with mean photons µ = |β|2
passing through the sample of absorption coefficient γ =
τ+η
η becomes

W|β〉〈β|(q, p) =

(
2

π

)
exp

[
−2
(
q2 + p2 − 2q

√
µτ + µτ

)]
(22)

Conditional probability distribution of q given a param-
eter γ can be obtained from WDF by integrating over its
momentum variable p

Pr [q(γ)] =

∫ ∞
−∞

W|β〉〈β|(q, p)∂p (23)

=

√
2

π
exp

[
−2q2 + 4q

√
µτ − 2µτ

]
QFI can be calculated for a given probability distribution
Pr [q(γ)] as

QFI =

∫ ∞
−∞

1

Pr [q(γ)]

(
∂Pr [q(γ)]

∂γ

)2

∂γ (24)

=
ηµ

1− γ

Uncertainty in measuring the parameter γ for many it-
erative measurement becomes

∆γ ≈ 1√
QFI

=

√
1− γ
ηµ

, (25)

which is the SNL in absorption measurement. Therefore
SSN limit can reached for for probe state when its QFI
is higher than that of coherent state.
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2. Quantum Fisher information for Fock state:

Wigner function for Fock state |j〉 state passing
through the sample is

W|j〉〈j|(q, p) =
(1− 2τ)

j
exp

[
−
(
q2 + p2

)]
π

(26)

×Lj

(
2τ
(
q2 + p2

)
2τ − 1

)

Following same produre mentioned for coherent state, we
numerically computed QFI. We have noticed, ∆γ using
Fock states reach UQL

∆γ ≈ 1√
QFI

≈

√
γ(1− γ)

ηj
(27)

for high |j〉 in this scheme.
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